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Lectrum Aero Series
®

Winner of the Australian Design Award and Prince
Phillip Award for Communication. The lectern of
choice for leading hotels, conference centres and
corporations. Aero is the culmination of customer
feedback and product refinement over many years.
* Sleek, dynamic design with aerofoil shaped legs and gently
curved dress panel.
* Intergrated document shield with logo space at the top
where it appears in any media coverage.
* Use of permanent or temporary logos.
* Concealed cable management system with cables
concealed inside the leg and terminated at a convenient
connection on lower cross bar.
* Dual microphone inputs.
* Halogen gooseneck reading light.
* Light to gently illuminate dress panel.
* LCD Programmable clock with count-down timer (Model
L2001C only)
* Choice of frame colours and fabric dress panel colours.

New XTShield
High Durabilty
Increased toughness
Damage Resistant

Model
L2001
L2001
L2001C
L2001C

Details
with dual microphone inputs and reading light
XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish
with programmable clock, dual microphone
inputs and reading light XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish
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Code
7L2001 STD
7L2001 PRE
7L2001C STD
7L2001C PRE
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Lectrum Classic Series
®

The established industry standard lectern with a
timeless, elegant design. Winner of two major
design awards.
* Quick and easy to assemble and disassemble for ease of
transport.
* Choice of finishes and dress panel fabric colour.
Model
L20
L20
L20S
L20S
L101
L101

Details
No electronics, XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish
with reading light and dual microphone inputs,
XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish
with reading light, dual microphone inputs and
programmable clock, XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish

Code
7L20 STD
7L20 PRE
7L20S STD
7L20S PRE
7L101 STD
7L101 PRE

L900 - Lectrum Classic Wide
954mm wide version of Lectrum Classic. Ideal for two
person presentations or where additional equipment,
such as touch screen or preview monitor, is required.
Model
L900
L900

Details
XtShield finish
Hi Gloss, dual layer, finish

* Optional cutout for touch screen
* Slide out Notebook Shelf
* Note!! Special freight rates apply.
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New XTShield
High Durabilty
Increased toughness
Damage Resistant

Code
7L900 STD
7L900 PRE
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Lectrum CTL Model
®

Controlling everything from lights to sound is
convenient and easy with Lectrum® CTL fitted with
touch screen control. It makes for smooth, seamless
presentations with the presenter in complete
control of all functions at the touch of a button.
Timeless, elegant styling combined with state-of-the-art
control makes Lectrum® CTL the ideal choice for todays
training rooms, conference facilities and board rooms.
Lectrum® CTL models are available for use with AMX® and
Creston®
Standard features include:
* Housing or cut out for touch screen.
* Dual microphone inputs.
* Reading light.
Model
CTL Model

Code
7CTL CUS
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Lectrum Presenter’s Workstation
®

Designed for training rooms and lecture theatres
where a larger, workstation style lectern is
required.
A touch screen or preview monitor can be built-in
to the top work surface and still allow room for the
presenter’s papers. Presentation equipment can be
housed in the cupboard.
L1500 can be configured for your application with
a range of options.
Standard features include:
* Dual microphone inputs.
* Reading light and plug pack kit.
* Large, heavy duty lockable castors.
* Two internal, adjustable height shelves.
* Two lockable doors.

Standard finish - Deep Satin Black aluminium frame with
Black Melamine infill panels.
Model
L1500

Detail
Presenter’s Workstation

Code
7L1500

* Optional cutout for touch screen
* Slide out Notebook Shelf
* Slide out Keyboard Shelf
* Note! Special freight rates apply.
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Lectrum Accessories
®

Model

Detail
Gooseneck with spring clamp for HH Wireless
Microphone
Condenser Gooseneck Microphone - Requires
All Models
Phantom Power
Microphone Shock Mount - Factory Installed
Logo for Dress Panel
Phantom Power Supply
Prop Shelf - Standard Finish
Heavy Duty Carry Bags (Set of 2)
Lockable Castors (Set of 4)
Classic
Series only Document Shield/Logo Bar
Notebook Shelf
Padded Protective Slip Over Cover
Crystal-lite Logo
Notebook Shelf
Aero
Logo Insert for Aero - top
Series only
Padded Protective Slip Over Cover
Replacement Dress Panel
Reading Light 12” BNC - Classic
Replacement Spare Globe 12V 5watt
Universal Power Supply - L101 & L2001
Spare
Parts
Mains Lead for Univ. Power Supply
Thumb Screw to attach Top - Classic
Thumb Screw to attach Feet - Classic
Levelling Guides for Feet (specify model)
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Code
7GOOSEC
7MICCOND
7SHOCK
7LOGO
7PPS
7PROPSHSTD
7CBAG
7CASTOR
7SHIELDSTD
7PCSHCL
7CVRCLASS
7CLLOGO
7PCSHL2001
7LOGO
7CVR2001

7LAMP
7PS201
7LEAD
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(above) Crystal-lite logo shown
on Classic Series Lectern
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UTS Lectern
Take your presentations to a new level with Gilkon’s
new UTS Lecture Centre.
* Height adjustable from approximately 660 – 1120 mm for
normal use (service extension height 1290mm)
* Height control integrated into front edge of table top;
* High level of accessibility for wheelchairs;
* Integrated equipment basket with fold-down rack frame for
ease of installation and maintenance;
* Two Industry standard 4RU rack mounting strips on swing
frame and two 1RU static mounting strips
* Counterbalance gas spring for ease of operation of loaded
swing rack
* Cable management spine and distribution path to capped floor
portals to enable connection to room cabling sockets (5 exit
options);
* Integrated 8 way power rail with current limited soft wiring
connector for user accessible power socket on table top.
Optional second power rail for a total of 16 outlets.
* Integrated monitor arm support system on both sides of the
table
* Accommodates a variety of table top designs and finishes;
minimum table top is 1410mm x 450mm, recommended
1500mm x 750mm x 34mm
* Strong stable steel frame with slotted feet for securing to floor;
* Dual lock for security of installed equipment and ease of access
during maintenance.
* Large area of ventilation for internal equipment provided by
a stylish perforated folded-metal enclosure providing both
cooling and security for AV/IT equipment.
* Customisable modular brushed aluminium or powder-coated
insert to support user accessible equipment: e.g. Gooseneck
microphone, Cable caddy, power outlets, phone, touchscreen;
* External mounting plates for radio microphone antenna;
* Mounting options for external DVD/Blu-ray players/recorders;
* Accessory trays for efficient mounting of low voltage power
supplies
* Serial number for asset management Please note monitor,
projector and other accessories pictured are not included.
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Model
UTS Lectern

Code

9UTS-901967-Fixed

